
DEFEND OUR REPS!
D rivers on the Bakerloo line and at the

Northern line’s Morden depot have
again taken strike action to demand the
reinstatement of sacked workmates Eamonn
Lynch (RMT health & safety rep) and Arwyn
Thomas (longstanding RMT activist). Despite
managers turning up the pressure on drivers
to break the strike, both actions held up, with
some support from ASLEF members as well
as RMT.

But London Underground remains
unmoved, and has now added another rep to
its list of victimisations, having sacked Peter
Hartshorn. Peter, RMT’s rep on Green Park
stations group, was sacked after a manager
accused him of swearing at him, despite
several witnesses saying that they heard no
such thing. The manager concerned has
previously had a grievance upheld against
him for anti-union behaviour, and Peter was
carrying out union duties at the time of the
alleged incident, so it is clear that he has been
sacked because he is an effective union rep.

This situation is very serious. Not only are
these sackings grossly unfair to Eamonn,
Arwyn and Peter, they are also an attack on
RMT, on all unions, and on our ability to
defend ourselves. If we can not win their
reinstatement, then members who might
previously considered putting themselves
forward to be union reps will think again, and
the unions will become much weaker in the
workplace.

So far, the campaigns to defend the sacked
reps have focused around their own areas and
branches, though the RMT Regional Council
has publicised them around the job. We now
need rank-and-file members from every line
and grade, and members of other unions, to
rally round to fight off this attack.

DRIVERLESS TRAINS?
To a room packed with banking

executives, Boris Johnson declared he
intends to introduce driverless trains to break
the power of the unions.

This would be expensive and impractical.
But we shouldn’t dismiss the possibility. LU
proves itself constantly capable of wasting
money and implementing the impractical.

BoJo clearly feels the need to intimidate the
unions; he feels our power enough to want to
restrict it. Instead of seeing this as a sign that
we should give up and accept attacks, we
should see it as a signal to fight harder.
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JOB CUTS
FIGHT FALTERS
I t now seems clear that RMT and TSSA

will not name any more strike dates
before the station job cuts come in on 6
February. This does not mean the dispute
is over, but it is difficult to see what we
can achieve without any strike dates
before the implementation.

In the words of one member of station
staff, this demoralising decision ‘feels
like a huge shame and a betrayal, they
have given up so early’. We should figure
out how to salvage this fight in whatever
way we can, but it does feel very much
like the unions have given up.

We had quite a lot going for us: RMT
and TSSA fighting shoulder-to-shoulder
for the first time; all grades striking
solidly together on four separate
occasions; action short of strikes keeping
up the pressure; public opposition to the
staffing cuts; the GLA voting against
them; other groups taking action against
cuts eg. students; LU pressured into talks;
and a decision from RMT to give us
strike pay if we go out again.

So why back down now? The cuts are
about to come in. LU and the unions have
begun a review of the cuts. Tubeworker,
and many union activists and members,
argued that we should name a 48-hour
strike to pressure LU to suspend the cuts’

implementation until a thorough review
had taken place. Strike dates could have
pressured LU to take the review
seriously, so we might have saved a
serious number of jobs from it. The talks
could enable either significant gains or a
woeful defeat: the difference could be
made by the pressure of industrial action
regularly reporting on what is happening
in the talks.

The decision not to strike before
implementation will compromise future
disputes. It will send the signal to LU that
the unions will crumble under the least
bit of pressure. It feels like the people
high up in the unions don’t have any fight
in them. We put ourselves on the line,
lose money and work hard for disputes on
the ground. They don’t give us the
backing we deserve.

Some argued that we could not keep on
striking because the mood had died
down. We agree that leaving members in
the dark for two months without naming
further action damaged the momentum.
That’s why we argued for more strikes in
December, and escalating the action
much sooner. But there was still time and
commitment to fight, especially as staff
faced the reality of the awful new rosters,
and with confident leadership and hard
work, morale would have built up again.

This all brings back bad memories of
how RMT resolved last year’s pay
dispute (a dispute that the other unions
had never even taken part in). Fighting
for a few days, killing the dispute with
months of silence, then finally putting it
out of its misery. Although it is much
more willing to go into a fight than the
other unions, RMT seems to do so hoping
for the best, but then lacks the courage to
see it through.

Although our morale is drained, we
must not give up on our union. We must
organise inside the union to prevent such
things happening again!

Tubeworker is produced by Tube
workers and published by Workers’

Liberty, an organisation fighting as part
of the labour movement for a socialist

alternative to both capitalism and
Stalinism, based on common

ownership and democracy.
We want one democratic, fighting union

for all railworkers. We reject artificial
divisions between workers of different
grades. We oppose racism, sexism,
homophobia and all prejudice that
divides us. Only our bosses benefit

from a divided workforce.



INVISIBLE!
LU has found money to pay consultants

to ask station staff how we can make
ourselves more visible to customers!

They suggest we saunter round the
ticket hall rather than stand next to the
way-in gates. But then people who need to
get through the gates would have to go
looking for staff, rather than finding us
next to the gates where they need us. So
much for improving visibility!

LU has cut Customer Care Assistants
(who assist in ticket halls) from the new
rosters, so it wants gateline staff to do both
jobs. LU adds insult to injury, implying we
are not doing our jobs properly.

SPEAK UP!
The Speak Up 2010 results are a

round condemnation of LU’s
managerial regime, showing just how
undervalued, demotivated and insecure
we feel in our jobs. In 99% of
categories, our responses reflect worse
on LU than last year.

We understand our management
from our own bitter experience. We
need to make sure this hardens our
spirit for a fight against them.

LOTSA WONGA

Wonga.com sponsored New Year’s
Eve free travel - a legal loan shark

company with a typical APR of 2689%.
Borrow a fiver from them for one day -
enough for a single Tube journey - and
you’d owe them £10.60 straightaway.

For many Londoners, these loans seem
the only way to access funds, more so as
decent jobs are cut and workers’ rights
eroded by the ConDem government’s and
bosses’ attacks on working-class people.

Boris Johnson allowed these pay day
loan sharks to advertise across London
Underground, buses, trams and DLR.

WEEKLY INSPECTIONS?
Tube Lines bosses seem to think that

weekly track inspections on the
Picc line should be just fine. Now, it’s
once every 72 hours.

Cracks and other faults could  grow
for up to a week without being spotted.
Derailments, crashes, injuries and even
deaths could result. It's another case of
cutting safety corners to save money

SEVEN POXY GRAND

D uring 2009, 13 members of the
public were injured at Cannon Street

station, tripping on an uneven step. One
person sustained life-changing injuries’.

The Office of Rail Regulation found
that LU knew there was a considerable
safety risk but failed to act on it. LUL
pleaded guilty to breaching safety law,
and was fined £7,000. That’s about one
week’s wages for Peter Hendy - not that it
will come out of his wages!

RAINING BUCKETS

Tottenham Court Road station is
being re-built to make room for

Crossrail, whilst staying open. The plan
is literally showing cracks - so big that
water is gushing through, with the
emergency stairs and escalators shut
off because of drips and puddles.

How long before someone gets hurt?
Maybe then LU might pay attention to
safety and basic standards, rather than
just blindly sticking to the mantra,
'keep stations open at all costs'.

RESULT!
Tubeworker was pleased to see Janine

Booth elected to RMT’s Executive.
Janine stood for many ideas that Tube-
worker has championed, and along with
others, we worked hard in her support.

Janine’s big-majority win shows that
rank-and-file members want the things
she stood for: a more effective union;
more democracy; winning strategies;
taking up equality issues; and more!

Since being elected, Janine has stood
by these commitments, arguing to keep
up the job cuts fight, attending meetings
to listen to members, working for unity
with TSSA, and all the time fighting for
the rank-and-file, even when this has
involved battling bureaucratic obstacles.

ANTI-UNION JUDGES
STRIKE AGAIN
A  judge has banned the DLR strike that

was supposed to happen on 20-21
January, and his ruling further tightens the
anti-democratic grip that the anti-union laws
have on our right to strike.

RMT’s ballot notification had not broken
any existing anti-union law - so the judge
invented a new law and declared that the strike
did not meet its requirements!

The law requires the union to notify the
employer of the exact number of members in
each grade and location that it is balloting, and
explain how it puts this info together. That is
bad enough - it’s like requiring a non-League
football team due to play Premier League
opposition to send over its full team sheet and
tactics a week in advance without requiring the
other side to do the same. But even that wasn’t
enough for Serco Docklands or the court. The
judge ruled that the union’s explanation of
how it maintains membership info has to be
much more detailed than previously required.
He banned the DLR strike because the
notification did not meet requirements that up
until that moment had not existed!

It is clear that these laws, and the judges
who repeatedly extend them, serve the
employers. They are not there to ensure
fairness or democracy in the conduct of
strikes, but to give employers the pretexts they
need to deny us the right to stand up to them.
They are part of the employers’ effort to batter
down working-class resistance to their attacks.

Our unions need not to just denounce these
anti-union laws and rulings, but to organise
against them. We need a renewed, active,
effective campaign for the right to strike, and
we need to make ourselves strong enough to
defy these laws.

Tubeworker’s weblog - daily updates - www.workersliberty.org /twblog ...
And we’re on Facebook too. Make Tubeworker Bulletin your FB friend!

STATIONS JOB CUTS AND CASUALISATION?!
LU management plan that when the station jobs are cut, staff not displaced into a rostered post will go onto the group reserve, above the

official numbers, what LU calls ‘over establishment’. As LU says it’s skint, it will not want to pay people to do jobs that no longer exist,
and will whittle the number down through ‘natural wastage’: current form suggests that means harsh disciplinary measures.

LU has have also hinted that over-establishment staff will be ‘line cover’, expected to work like that old Martini advert: any time, any
place, anywhere. With such flexibility, LU will have no trouble keeping their stations open. This would worsen reserves’ conditions. As if
it’s not bad enough with short notice for shifts and often no set rest days. Where rest-day rosters do exist, GSMs are moving to scrap them.

Management have been pushing for casualisation, and are trying to impose a new Framework Agreement letting them make rostered staff
work at other stations on the group whether the situation is unanticipated or not. LU is also pushing for the SRT to cover station duties rather
than being extra staff. We can’t let LU get away with this: it will turn the reorganisation into a 2-for-1 for LU: job cuts and casualisation.

How can we stop it? Use the official channels between unions and management to register our disagreement. But LU doesn’t care about
paper opposition unless we back it up with action. Every member of station staff should be armed with their rights according to the Stations
Framework Agreement. Staff should be given the confidence to refuse en masse before it becomes common practice to work off your group.
The stations unions could also put on action short of a strike to refuse to comply with off-group working to bolster our confidence to refuse.


